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An Editorial
Beware: Fake Cutting Errors

N-EW SPMC MEMBER SCOTT CLAXTON
■1 (#10024) sent in the illustrations of a fake cutting

error shown here that he spotted on one of the Internet
auction sites. "I thought you might be interested in this
[auction venue name deleted] item: Fake cutting error and
a poor one at that!" Scott wrote.

Of course your Editor is VERY interested in this nefar-
ious practice. In the late 1970s, he co-authored with Tom
DeLorey what was then the definitive error note catalog,
the Coin World Price Guide for the Collector [of] Paper Money
Errors, Amos Press (editions of 1977 and 1978).

Legitimate cutting
errors were and are among
the most spectacular and
desirable currency quirks.
Unfortunately for anyone
gullible enough to buy this
Internet lot, this isn't a BEP
mistake, as member Claxton
so correctly points out.

This lot was called "1
dollar 1981 ERRORNOTE
50% miscut UNC" by the
seller in the electronic auc-
tion. That seller just hap-

pened to be located in Europe, but similar items have
appeared with alarming frequency stateside, too.

Unfortunately multiple bidders chased this bogus lot,
competing for the "privilege" of purchasing it. The price
realized was scandalous for what is basically two halves of
genuine notes having face values of $1.

Legitimate miscut notes result from sheets abnormally
shifting during cutting and trimming often from folding
over. Spectacular remnants can be created, as Tom and I
illustrated two decades ago, and as more recent authors,
Fred Bart and Steve Sullivan, have illustrated since.

As has been pointed out numerous times, the advent of
large scale sales of uncut currency sheets by the BEP

opened the door for chicanery by unscrupulous individuals
with scissors in their hands and larceny in their hearts.
Creating miscut notes is all too easy and the results some-
what eye-catching. Let's face it, even this fabricated lot is a
conversation piece.

Bogus miscuts have been observed on Series 1976 $2
FRN Star Notes, Series 1995 $5 FRNs and Series 1981
and later $1 FRNs with 99 XXX XXX and higher serial
numbers. As the BEP lengthens the list of sheets its sells,
these fake errors turn up like clockwork. Mistreating U.S.
currency in this way in not illegal; however, knowingly
misrepresenting one's wares is fraud. Of course, such
"errors," have no legitimate collector premium.

"How is this allowed?" writer Claxton asks. The
"Wild West" environment that prevails on the World
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Wide Web is the core
answer. "Buyer Beware"
definitely rules, although any
member of the organized
collecting community would
not likely be fooled by fakes
such as the one shown here.

It is novice collectors
and the general public who
will continue to fall prey to
these shenanigans. When
they find out they've "been
had," that revelation will
give our hobby a black eye.
As collectors, we can help by

bringing instances such as these to the attention of the sell-
er (not always fruitful) or the auction host (very difficult in
most circumstances).

While SPMC cannot police this con game, Paper
Money would welcome seeing other examples. We'll publi-
cize them as best we can. Maybe if we beat the drum, the
general media will pick up our message and publicize the
grift that is going on. Such bad publicity could scare the
hucksters away, or at least force the Internet hosts to tight-
en their own policing of their venders.

Anybody out there listening?

Fred Reed
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